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ABSTRACT
In the Information era, optimization of processes for
Information Retrieval, Text Summarization, Text and Data
Analytic systems becomes utmost important. Therefore in
order to achieve accuracy, extraction of redundant words with
low or no semantic meaning must be filtered out. Such words
are known as stopwords. Stopwords list has been developed
for languages like English, Chinese, Arabic, Hindi, etc.
Stopword list is also available for Sanskrit language.
Stop-word removal is an important preprocessing techniques
used in Natural Language processing applications so as to
improve the performance of the Information Retrieval System,
Text Analytics & Processing System, Text Summarization,
Question-Answering system, stemming etc. In this paper, a
simple approach is used to design stop-word removal
algorithm and its implementation for Sanskrit language. The
algorithm and its implementation uses dictionary based
approach. In dictionary based approach predefined list of
stopwords is compared to the target text on which removal is
required.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Text preprocessing phase includes identification of words,
phrase, sentences, stop words elimination, stemming etc.
Preprocessing phase reduce size of text. Indexing, stopword
elimination, stemming, phrase extraction, word sense
disambiguation, query modification, and knowledge bases
have also been used in Information Retrieval System to
enhance performance[1]. Stop-words are frequently occurring
words in a natural language which are considered as
unimportant in certain natural language processing
applications like Clustering, Text Summarization, Information
Retrieval, etc. Almost all text preprocessing applications
remove stopwords before processing documents and queries.
This increases system performance. Stop-words are mainly
categorized under conjunctions, prepositions, adverbs, articles
of English language. In Sanskrit language most of them are
classified grammatically under “avyaya” or the indeclinables.

In order to reduce influences on results, stopwords needs to
eliminated from original text. Here generic stopword list of
Sanskrit language is used, which is created using hybrid
approach [2]. In Sanskrit written text , some words are
common and adds no or too less meaning which adds to the
content of text. A lot of CPU cycles and memory can be saved
if it is removed in preprocessing phase of text. The source
corpus can be greatly reduced by eliminating such words.
Though the system is computationally expensive, but it gives
better results. As the approach used here is dictionary based,
its efficiency highly relies upon the predefined stopword list.

2. RELATED WORK
Stop words are most common words found in any natural
language which carries very little or no significant semantic
context in a sentence. It just carry syntactic importance which
aid in formation of sentence. As a preprocessing operation it
must be removed to ease further task and speedup core task in
text processing. Ibrahim A [3] conducted a comparative study
on the effect of stop words elimination on Arabic Information
Retrieval where three stop lists viz, General Stop list, corpus
based stop-list and combined stop list were used for
comparative study. General stop-list performed better than the
rest of the two. Ashish T, et al [4] eliminated stop-word in
Gujarati language by preparing frequency list from Gujarati
corpus by analyzing popular Gujarati newspapers. Riyad A, et
al [5], used Finite State Machine (FSM) algorithm to eliminate
stop-words for Arabic Language. Basim A, et al [6] have
designed and implemented a new stop-word removal technique
for Arabic language based on dedicated list and algorithm
which compares stopwords if it fulfills desired string length
criteria. Vijayarani S, et al[7] used Zipf’s Law (Z method) for
creation of stop-words. Rakholia and Saini [8] have presented
a rule-based approach to dynamically identify stop words for
Gujarati language. They have also deployed this approach
with additional cosine similarity based Vector Space Model for
information retrieval in Gujarati language [9]. Kaur J and Saini
JR have presented the list of Punjabi stop words [10], its Partof-Speech class based classification [11] and its Gurumukhi
and Shahmukhi script versions [12]. Saini and Rakholia [13]
have presented an analytic in-depth report on continent and
script-wise divisions-based statistical measures for stopwords
lists of various international Languages.

Indeclinables or Sanskrit avyaya’s are words which cannot be
mutated or inflected in all genders, numbers and cases [14].
The removal of stop words in the Sanskrit language could be
an important work, as its elimination reduces the feature
space, thus helps in reducing time and space complexity.
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3. APPROACH USED TO REMOVE
STOPWORDS.

8 format, the same format is also used to store data in MySQL
database.

A dictionary based approach is been utilized to remove
stopwords from document. A generic stopword list containing
75 stopwords created using hybrid approach is used [2].
The algorithm is implemented as below given steps.
Step 1: The target document text is tokenized and individual
words are stored in array.
Step 2: A single stop word is read from stopword list.
Step 3: The stop word is compared to target text in form of
array using sequential search technique.
Step 4: If it matches , the word in array is removed , and the
comparison is continued till length of array.
Step 5: After removal of stopword completely, another
stopword is read from stopword list and again algorithm
follows step 2. The algorithm runs continuously until all the
stopwords are compared.
Step 6: Resultant text devoid of stopwords is displayed, also
required statistics like stopword removed, no. of stopwords
removed from target text, total count of words in target text,
count of words in resultant text, individual stop word count
found in target text is displayed.

4. RESULTS
The implemented algorithm was tested on approximately 2
MB of data constituting nearly 87000 Sanskrit words from
different collected Sanskrit text from web and other digital
media. Available 6 different documented text was feed into
algorithm and the results obtained from system is listed in
Table-1. Nearly 11,200 stopwords were removed thus reducing
no. of words by approximately 13 %. Thus reducing feature
space to an extent helps in reducing CPU cycles for data
processing.
Table-1 Stopword elimination details from documented
text
Sr.
no.

Size in
KB

Total Words
in document

1
2
3
4
5
6

207
493
491
158
108
556

9031
24043
24701
5958
3795
20054

No.
of
Stopwords
eliminated
854
3574
3659
639
440
2033

Percentage
removal of
stopword
9.46
14.87
14.81
10.73
11.59
10.14

The approach being dictionary based all stopwords available in
dictionary were removed from Sanskrit documents. A part of
Sanskrit document was analyzed manually wherein stopwords
fused with other words were not identified as the current
algorithm does not consider segmenting Sanskrit words. Thus
efficiency attained by the algorithm is approximately 98%.

5. IMPLEMENTATION
The system has been implemented as dynamic web
application. Servlet and Java Server Pages JSP API is used to
develop web application. Apache Tomcat web server is
utilized to host the system. For data store, MySQL database is
used. The Sanskrit text is inputted in web application in UTF-

Fig-1 Screen shot of Implementation GUI

6. CONCLUSION
An issue with Sanskrit language is scarcity of digitized
availability of written text. Still digitized texts from different
authenticated sources were collected and used to feed into the
algorithm implemented. Text from various domains like
spiritual text, current information text, old and new stories,
essays were considered, which were downloaded from
available digitized Sanskrit text through web resources.
The Sanskrit stop-word removal technique has been tested
using various Sanskrit corpora and gives better results. In
information retrieval systems, effective indexing can be
achieved by removal of stopwords. Finally the accuracy of
algorithm for eliminating most stopwords from document
depends solely on stopword list used. It can be improved
drastically if implemented algorithm also follows segmentation
of Sanskrit words.
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